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Wydawnictwo: HarperCollins PublishersNr katalogowy (ISBN): 0007538030 (prod_id: 2027988)Data wydania: 5 czerwca 2014 The Divergent trilogy (also known as The Divergent Series) - a series of three young adult anti-utopian/science fiction books by Veronica and The Roth Published by Katherine Tegen. It is set in the future of Chicago's dystopia. The society consists of five factions, where members of each faction devote themselves to cultivating a certain virtue. Divergent, Rebel and Allegiant. Book Home article: Divergent's first book trilogy was released on April 25, 2011. Beatrice Pryor, the main
character lives in a world of dystopia, where society is divided into five factions. Each faction devotes itself to cultivating a certain virtue - Kandor (honest), Distance (selfless), Mad (brave), Amiti (peaceful) and Scrabble (intellectual). During the selection ceremony, which is held once a year, all 16-year-olds must choose the faction to which they will devote the rest of their lives. Beatrice joins Dauntless and leaves her family behind and at the same time learn about the dangerous trait she has, Divergence. Beatrice renames herself Tris as a highly competitive initiation ensues. Eventually, she completes the
initiation and is accepted into the faction. The world is thrown into chaos, however, just after the initiation, when Scrabble takes control of Dauntless and wage war on the rest of the factions resulting in the near destruction of Abnegation with the help of her so-called friend, also known as her soon-to-be boyfriend, which you eventually know as Tobias from the Abnegation faction. His father was a member of the council, as was Father Tris. Film Main Article: Divergent (Film) Book Home Article: Rebel Second Book Trilogy was released on May 1, 2012. One choice can turn you on or it can destroy you. But
every choice has consequences, and as the excitement bursts in factions around her, Tris Pryor must trying to save those she loves and herself, struggling with the obsessive issues of grief and forgiveness, identity and loyalty, politics and love. The day of Tris's initiation was to be marked by celebration and victory with her chosen faction; instead, the day ended in untold horrors. War is now looming as the conflict between factions and their ideology grows. And in times of war, the parties must be chosen, secrets will emerge, and the choice will become even more irreversible and even more powerful.
Transformed by her own decisions, but also haunted by grief and guilt, radical new discoveries, and changing relationships, Tris must fully accept her divergence, even if she doesn't know what she can lose by doing so. The main article of the film: The Divergent Series: Insurgent The Divergent Series: Insurgent was released on March 20, 2015. A society based on factions that Trice Pryor once believed in is shattered by violence and power struggles and traumatized by loss and betrayal. So when she was offered the opportunity to explore the world beyond, which she knows, Tris is ready. Perhaps behind
the fence, she and Tobias are freed from complex lies, confusing loyalty and painful memories. But Trice's new reality is even more troubling than the one she left behind. Old discoveries quickly turn out to be meaningless. Explosive new truths change the hearts of those she loves. And once again, Tris must struggle to understand the complexities of human nature, and about himself, while facing impossible choices about courage, loyalty, sacrifice and love. Films Main Article: Divergent Series: Allegiant Home Article: Divergent Series: Ascension Four Main Articles: Four: Divergent Collection Two years
before Beatrice Pryor made her choice, the sixteen-year-old son of the leader of the Abnegation faction did the same. Tobias' move to Dauntless is a chance to start over. He won't be named here by his parents. Here he will not allow fear to turn him into a cowering child. Recently dubbed The Four, he discovers during the dedication that he will succeed in Dauntless. Dedication is only the beginning, however; Four must claim their place in the uninsured hierarchy. His decisions will affect future initiators, as well as reveal secrets that could threaten his own future and the future of the entire factional system.
Two years later, 4 is ready to take action, but the course is still unclear. The first new initiator who jumps into the net can change it all. With it, the path to editing their world can become clear. With her, perhaps, it will be possible to be Tobias again. With #1 New York Times bestselling author Veronica Roth comes companion volume to a worldwide bestselling divergent series, narrated from tobias's hugely popular character. The four pieces included here- Transmission, Dedicated, Son, and Traitor plus three additional exclusive scenes, give readers an electrifying glimpse into the story and heart of Tobias,
and create the basis for an epic saga of the divergent trilogy. For a Mathematical Concept see Divergent TrilogyBoxed Set (in order of publication) Divergent Rebel Allegiant Four: Divergent Collection We Can Be Mended: Divergent Series Epilog AuthorVeronica RothCountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishGenreAdventureScience FictionDystopianYoung Adult FictionPublisherKatherine Tegen BooksPublished2011-2013Media typePrint (hardcover and paperback) Divergent trilogy of young adult sci-fi adventure novels by American writer Veronica Roth set in Chicago's post-apocalyptic dystopia. The trilogy
consists of Divergent (2011), Rebels (2012) and Olegiant (2013). The related book, Four (2014), presents a series of short stories told from the perspective of one of the characters in the trilogy, Male Love Interest Four. A later story, We Can Be Mended (2018), serves as an epilogue five years after the events of the trilogy, again from the perspective of the four. The trilogy in the future is in a dystopian society, which is divided into five factions. The Trilogy Society defines its citizens by their social and personal affiliation, with five different factions eliminating the threat that someone will exercise independent
agency and threaten the security of the population. Beatrice Pryor, who later changes her name to Tris, is born in Abnegation but moves to Dauntless; it must find out its life as Divergent, hide its true nature, and live with the danger of being killed if its true nature is discovered by erudite and fireless leaders. List of Books - Title Pages Chapter Heads Audio USA Release 1 Divergent 487 39 105,143 11h 12m April 26, 2011 2 Rebel 525 47 98.890 11h 24m May 11, 2012 3 Allegiant 526 50 110.354 11h 52m 22 October 2013 4 Four: Divergent Collection 304 ? 59,727 6h 33m July 8, 2014 5 We can be trusted 29
1 6000 January 9, 2018 Total 1871 137 380.114 41h 1m Divergent Home article: Divergent (novel) The first main installment in the series tells the story of Beatrice Pryor, a teenager who in life in post-apocalyptic Chicago, in which society was divided into five factions: Abnegation, Amity, Candor, Daunt, and Erudite. Beatrice, a member of Abnegation, translated into Dauntless at the age of 16, takes a new name to Tris in the process, and forms a romantic relationship with another Abnegation transfer, Tobias Eaton. As she eases herself into her new home, Tris slowly reveals a conspiracy that threatens to
break the balance of the factional system. Rebels Home article: Rebels (novel) Second major contributor to The series is set immediately after the events of Divergent. Tris, Tobias and their allies begin to rally the favors of other factions and factions, those who do not fit into the factional system, against the tyranny of the scholarly leader Janine Matthews. Allegiant Home article: Allegiant (novel) The third and final installment in the series takes place after the end of the Rebels. Tris, Tobias and their allies escape from Chicago, which is now dominated by factionless to the periphery. They learn the real
nature of The Chicago faction system and then have to find a way to prevent a civil war from wreaking havoc on their hometown. Four: Divergent Collection Home Article: Four: Divergent Anthology Collection consists of five short stories previously released separately as e-books, in addition to three new ones. The book is dedicated to Tobias Eton and is both a prequel and a retelling of some of the events of the first book Divergent. We can be believed: Epilogue Series Divergent Short Story serves as an epilogue to the series. Happening three years after the Allegiant events, it focuses on Tobias and
Christina as they slowly form a romantic relationship as a way to fill the void left by their dead lovers: Tris and Will. The main characters of the main article: The list of divergent characters Critical reception Trilogy received positive reviews from critics. Critics praised Divergent for its plot and action, and Insurgent was praised for his writing and pace. Another critic said: No one can claim that Divergent is not a funny, edge-up reading. It's easy to dive into the water, effortlessly to stay involved, and it's impossible not to enjoy even the slightest bit. Allegiant was praised for being exciting and for his love story, but
was criticised for its ending and prose. Screening Home Article: Divergent Series Summit Entertainment bought the rights to the film adaptation of the novel and hired Neil Burger to direct, with Shailene Woodley starring Beatrice Tris Prior and Theo James as Tobias Four Eton. Lionsgate and its subsidiary Summit Entertainment distributed the film. Kate Winslet has signed with Janine Matthews. Also recruited in the cast are Maggie Kew as Tori, zoe Kravitz as Christina, Ansel Elgort as Caleb, Miles Teller as Peter, Ashley Judd as Natalie Pryor, Tony Goldwyn as Andrew Pryor, and Jay Courtney as Eric.
Divergent was released on March 21, 2014. Filming began in Atlanta on May 27, 2014 and was released on March 20, 2015. Allegiant's adaptation was split in two; the first part, Allegiant, was released on March 18, 2016, and the second part, titled Ascendant, was originally scheduled for release in June 2017. The big screen release of Ascendant has been delayed due to allegiant's poor box office results. July 20, 2016 announced that Ascendant would be released as a television movie, but later scrapped. Christopher Borrelli '22, 2013' The next YA superstar?. Chicago Tribune. Received on October 23,
2013. Rebel (Divergent series #2) Veronica Roth. Received on September 3, 2013. Allegiant (Divergent Series #3) (Exclusive edition of BN) by Veronica Roth. Received on September 3, 2013. Divergent Summary and Guide. Book-erags. Book-erags. Received on October 14, 2015. Dominus, Susan (May 12, 2011). In this dystopia, teenagers must choose wisely. The New York Times. Received on December 28, 2012. Angulo Chen, Sandy. A divergent. Common sense. Received on December 28, 2012. Rebel Veronica Roth. HarperCollins/Teigen. Received on September 3, 2013. Cui, Katie. Teen book
nook: Divergent Review. Received on February 6, 2015. Siegel, Tatiana; Keith, Boris (March 15, 2013). 'Downton Abbey' Theo James Nabs Male Lead at divergent Summit. The Hollywood Reporter. Received on June 28, 2013. Set, Boris; Siegel, Tatiana (March 11, 2013). Maggie Kew, zoe Kravitz and Ansel Elgort join Divergent (Exclusive). The Hollywood Reporter. Received on March 11, 2013. Divergent Sequel 'Rebel' Begins Shooting in Atlanta may 27!. Received on April 27, 2014. Divergent Series: Rebel will be released in March 2015; The spark between Shailene and Theo continues. Received on
July 20, 2015. Divergent series: Rising SERIES in development in Starz. Den Out Geek. Received 2018-07-29. DIVERGENT TV series is no longer in development. Received on March 11, 2020. Extracted from divergent trilogy movies. divergent trilogy summary. divergent trilogy movies in order. divergent trilogy review. divergent trilogy book. divergent trilogy four. divergent trilogy cast. divergent trilogy book review
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